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NEW COLLECTIONS
The George Xanttopoulos Collection of modern first editions
An academic and Stanford University professor, George Xanttopoulos assembled a collection of first edition books from
the19th & 20th centuries, and an ephemera collection focused on theatre, counterculture, African American history, and
American social movements; in total, approximately 2,000 volumes and 1,000 pieces of ephemera. A few items from the
collection are available on our website, and at the Dupont Circle bookstore, with more to be added every week. Two books from
this collection are shown on the next pages.

The Jon Robbins Collection of English Renaissance Literature
Jon Robbins studied bookbinding and various techniques of paper repair and page reproduction. His bookwork is done in
suitable leather from Siegel Leather of North Carolina, and the only adhesive used is wheat paste, while most paper is kitakata
from Talas of New York. He acquired and restored many books from the English Renaissance period, with an emphasis on the
works of John Milton, learning much of the history of their times. The collection is available on our website, and at the Dupont
Circle bookstore. Two books from this collection are shown on the next pages.

The Jim Fishel Collection of sports and entertainment memorabilia
A portion of this collection is currently available on our eBay auction site, with more items to be added on a weekly basis.
Our Invaluable auction site will feature a selection of the Fishel collection in October.
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from the Xanttopoulos Collection
View all current listings in this collection at SecondStoryBooks.com
Jack Kerouac
THE TOWN AND THE CITY [signed as John Kerouac]
New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1950. First Edition, First Printing.
Octavo, 499 pages; spine illustrated with white titling; dust jacket protected
with a mylar covering, price uncut '$3.50', mild chipping and wear to all
extremities, some tape reinforcement along interior of jacket rear hinge and
lower edge; small price-stamp to rear endpaper; Signed flat by Kerouac as “John
Kerouac”, unusually signed as such. $15,000

Mark Twain
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN (TOM SAWYER'S COMRADE) [with tipped in signature]
New York: Charles L. Webster and Company, 1885. First Edition, Early Issue. Octavo, 366 pages; spine dark green with yellow lettering and
a yellow box with black lettering, bound in publishers decorated green cloth; some mild bumping and shelfwear; Two BAL early issue points
present: Copyright notice dated 1884, title page 1885, and on page 161 the
signature mark 11 is absent. Modern scholarship has shown that there were
only 3 substantive changes, occurring on pages 9, 13, and 57, with this copy
having all in the corrected second state.; Half-title with clipped signature of
Twain tipped in, reading “Yrs Truly / Sammuel L. Clemens / Mark Twain”.
$10,000

from the Jon Robbins Collection
View all current listings in this collection at SecondStoryBooks.com
John Dryden
THE STATE OF INNOCENCE,
AND FALL OF MAN: AN OPERA
London: printed by T[homas]. N[ewcomb].
for H. Herringman, at the Anchor in the lower
walk of the New Exchange, 1677. Quarto, [2],
45, [1] pages.; Bound in later 3/4 calf, cloth
covered boards, rebacked with spine
preserved. Mild shelfwear. Frank J Hogan
bookplate to front pastedown. Lacking
Dryden’s preface, being pages i-xx. $10,000

John Milton
EPISTOLARUM FAMILIARIUM LIBER UNUS
Londini [London]: Impensis Brabazoni Aylmeri sub Signo Trium Columbarum, 1674. Octavo, 155, [5] pages; bound in modern period style
morocco, paneled spine with black label and gilt titling; with both blank first and last leaves. Some cracking to front hinge, slight cracking to
spine, minor rubbing to extremities; A7 with 3 ink words. $8,000

Allan J. Stypeck, Senior Member, American Society of Appraisers,
Owner of Second Story Books. Highlights from Allan’s Most Recent Appraisals.
Folger Library: Collection of general antiquarian volumes • Marquette University: 13th century illuminated manuscript • Georgetown
University: Collection of books by Paul Muldoon • Vanderbilt University: Medical archives of Dr. Charles Lowe • Yale University: Late
19th century medical records of Waltham Hospital • Thurgood Marshall Maryland State Law Library and related material.

Second Story’s Arts & Antiques Store

Art • Antiques • Autographs • Photographs • Posters • Etc.
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